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Fundamentals of Fluid Mechanics, 7th Edition offers comprehensive topical coverage, with varied

examples and problems, application of visual component of fluid mechanics, and strong focus on

effective learning. The text enables the gradual development of confidence in problem solving. The

authorsÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ have designed their presentation to enable the gradual development of reader

confidence in problem solving. Each important concept is introduced in easy-to-understand terms

before more complicated examples are discussed. Continuing this book's tradition of extensive

real-world applications, the 7th edition includes more Fluid in the News case study boxes in each

chapter, new problem types, an increased number of real-world photos, and additional videos to

augment the text material and help generate student interest in the topic. Example problems have

been updated and numerous new photographs, figures, and graphs have been included. In addition,

there are more videos designed to aid and enhance comprehension, support visualization skill

building and engage students more deeply with the material and concepts.
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No matter what you do do not by the e book version for kindle. The kindle pc app is absolute

garbage.

I like viewing this book on kindle instead of purchasing the actual book. For one it's cheaper, but it's

also interactive. You get flash cards and the ability to take notes and highlight.

Very clear!! This book was a very useful complement to my coursework and lectures!!! I highly

suggest this one for the bookshelf of any engineer. Huebsch is the man!

Its the same as the US version but it is all in black and white. That means the graphs and figures

are also black in white which is less helpful than color graphics in differentiating one thing from

another. Good price though

This textbook is OK at best. It does explain the chapters pretty well, but the examples suck. The

author keeps jumping around and then just assumes we know what exactly happens when he gets

an answer. There are better Fluids books out there.

I normally don't rate textbooks, but this one deserves it. It is very well written and has a lit of good

problems. Examples are a bit poor in that they are a little too easy when compared to the practice

problems at the end of the chapter. One of few books I will keep after my class ends.

Easy to read book. I felt kind of dumb at work because it doesn't cover "Supply Pressure Effect" but

that's specific to regulator design. This is the "fundamentals" after all and I'm just a peasant intern :)

This version of the "softcopy/reduced color/student value" book also has reduced information.

Several tables that are supposed to be in the front and back covers that are NEEDED for problems

are completely absent. I thought they would be located on different pages, but no. Kinda sucks. Had

to print off charts from the internet and just keep them in my book. However the book is still worth

the price cut, and I am glad I bought it.
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